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Weisgall (regulation, Georgetown U.) is the legal counsel for individuals of Bikini and the first non-
government account of the two atomic bomb assessments on the Pacific island in 1946. He was
also the executive producer of the film Radio Bikini . He thinks that they were not a good idea,
and argues that the federal government knew that at that time. Portland, Or. Annotation
copyright Reserve News, Inc. Includes lots of photographs.
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Weisgall is par excellence in his documentation Imagine witnessing two youthful boys outside
fighting more than a gadget, each grabbing the opposite ends and finally breaking it as they
pulled too much.Crossroads not merely was a basis for continuing scientific study with nuclear
energy, but also served as a justification by the United Says government to play with this new
"toy" and the way the civilian and army branches fought more than controlling it. Fascinating
History of US and the Atomic Bomb Author Jonathan Weigall is a legal counselor to individuals
of Bikini Island since 1975. This analogy could also be used between the Army Air Power and
Navy on the peacetime usage of atomic weapons at the conclusion of the next world war. It also
will go into great depth on describing the way the government deceived the Marshalleise
inhabitants. This book reveals this and shows the folly of the tests, as well because the long
term health and ecological effects of atomic screening on both Marshalleise along with the
remaining globe.Crossroads was a nuclear catastrophe, probably equaled compared to that of
Chernobyl. Weisgall's detailed information about the first two lab tests (Abel and Baker) can't be
equaled. He also writes about test Charlie, the aborted attempt to inflate an atom bomb in
regards to a thousand ft below the top of ocean. There was A lot more to the tale than could fit in
this volume, but it's a fine place to begin if you're thinking about these testing, ABLE and BAKER,
the starting shots in a decades-long group of above-ground nuclear lab tests that we're still
having to pay the price for today.Operation Crossroads had not been only the start of postwar
atomic tests, but it also signaled things to can be found in the atomic age. Jonathan Weisgall will
a careful evaluation of the documentation that arrived out of the first atomic checks at Bikini
Atoll. A must-read for anybody who would like to delve deeper into this unfortunate period of
history. I take advantage of the qualifier "generally" because there have been a few passages that
caused my brow to furrow with concern that this author may be a bit away from his component
when discussing certain technical matters, including some concepts of geography and geology.
to conduct atomic assessment within their home and wound up becoming nuclear nomads.
naval background in his description of how the Bikini tests triggered the Navy to make use of
nuclear power aboard its warships and develop the submarine as a key component to U. Its a
great reserve, and the saga of the operation continues today, simply research the nuclear
promises tribunal and see the type of topics they are discussing through the years.. Tremendous
Reference Book - The Full, Uncensored Story The entire and complete, moving story of the atomic
and nuclear tests. Book gives a human touch to those lives affected and destroyed.Finally,
Weisgall also provides an important contribution to U. Tremendous publication. Utilizing
declassified records and wide range of sources, Weisgall gives unique insights in to the crude
mentality of the post-war period, where our very own sailors and soldiers became victims of the
burgeoning nuclear hysteria. Startling Revelations from Our Nuclear Past This thoroughly
researched and documented book chronicles probably the most underreported stories of our
nuclear past. And just as revealing is the callous attitudes toward the native people of Bikini,
whose fundamental human rights were thrashed along the way. If reading this reserve doesn't
leave you with a profound feeling of distrust of the military and convinced of the necessity for
more civilian controls, it'll at least make you doubt the procedures and laws that permit such
actions and decisions to be produced without even lip services to democratic principles. This
book is a must read for every thoughtful American. It became one of is own prized
possessions.S.. He saw many of his close friends die of cancer through the years and was
convinced that the government had "gotten aside" with doing some poor stuff.In the context of
the U. Navy's attempt to get a stake in the nuclear game, beneath the aegis of Adm.S. William
"Spike" Blandy--who, during World Battle II, commanded the battlewagons that shelled Iwo



Jima--"Crossroads" engagingly information the behind-the-scenes bureaucratic wrangling and
open public perceptions associated with how precisely to utilize the weapon of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. The reserve features appearances by Harry Truman, Robert Oppenheimer, and other
major players linked to the Manhattan Task. And for the naval afficionado, the reserve chronicles
the ultimate fate of such well-known fighting ships as the Saratoga, Salt Lake City, and Prinz
Eugen.Intertwined throughout may be the sad tale of the Bikini Islanders, who agreed to permit
the U.S. Its a filthy secret we all wish would go away, and a circumstance the earth wished never
happened. The politics, the military, the technology, all on a one-way program to experimentation
towards oblivion.S. This reserve is a superb tool for anyone thinking about events: nuclear
regarding the US background of events and tests.S. strategic nuclear strategy. It isn't light
reading but very revealing and holds your interest. Strongly suggested. A traditional of atomic-
age muckraking This book remains a classic of atomic muckraking. Weisgall was an attorney
who represented Marshallese customers seeking federal government response to the
depredation of their islands and their life-style; A few of the things that were said of the Navy, Air
Push or politicians had been amusing. Great read.. atomic screening at Bikini Atoll in 1946... .
The US had political, military and even some scientific reasons for the examining. Good Book !for
the college student of the Cold War. This book nails it perfectly with accuracy, interesting
narrative and pertinent photos. Even back then, researchers fought the Army and Navy tooth and
nail to cancel this test knowing that it could have caused a larger ecological disaster than the 1st
two detonations. The publication even has a few funny bits, believe it or not. Well done. Jonathan
Weisgall's publication on Operation Crossroads demonstrates the blistering competition for
taxes dollars between your Army and Navy in 1946 and beyond. When I first saw that, I believed
that this was going to be considered a diatribe on what the united states did to the Bikini Islands.
The author is actually of the opinion that very much that was completed was wrong, nonetheless
it is an extremely good, detailed background of the Atomic Bomb tests that went on in 1946.This
is a cracking good yarn that any reader of Samuel Eliot Morison or Barbara Tuchman will love..
Probably the most interesting aspects of the Atomic Tests was just how much debate for and
against the exams was generated by the general public. Indeed, the test was broadcast live on
the radio. The intra services fights between your Air Pressure and Navy are also examined right
here. the book combines a wealth of info culled from that longer procedure, with the passionate
voice of a trial lawyer. That which was not, nor is currently amusing, were the cover ups by the
US government in downplaying the danger of radiation - to the a large number of servicemen who
were exposed to dangerous levels of contamination nor the lingering results to the environment
that last to this day. Operation Crossroads I purchased this publication for my father. This book
let him know that he and his shipmates was not forgotten. The reader won't fail to end up being
astonished at the level of ignorance--and, sadly, apathy--on the section of military brass as they
tinkered with America's newest and deadliest weapon. He was a sailor on a destroyer assigned
to the bomb test site at Bikini. Outstanding Link Between World War II and Chilly War Eras For the
World War II history enthusiast who wondered what happened after the conclusion of the Pacific
War, Weisgall has provided a satisfying, highly readable account of U. Before reading the book, I
read the reviews at Amazon, and the general tenor of these reviews made me a little
apprehensive that the content of Jonathon Weisgall's book might be largely a bitter harangue
against the American army, and small else. Recommended. Telling an important story This book
carries the imprint of one of my very favorite publishers: Naval Institute Press. I purchased my
duplicate at their bookstore on the campus of the USNA in Annapolis, nonetheless it sat unread
in my personal library for a couple years. He passed on a couple of years when i purchased this



book. But my faith in Naval Institute Press is definitely such that I could not visualize them
publishing such a work, therefore i delved into these webpages with confidence. It turns out my
confidence had not been misplaced-this work isn't a diatribe but a generally well crafted
rendering of an important and under-told story. Nuclear Testing In the Marshall Islands Nuclear
testing in the Marshall Islands for the most part has been censured by the united states govn't.
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